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PURPOSE 

This document provides an overview of the NRC Strategic Assessment and 
Rebaselining initia~ive, and in particular, describes how the NRC will 
interact with its stakeholders in developing a strategic plan for NRC. It is 
one of three documents that are being made available to the public as part of 
this initiative. 

The second document that is being madr available to the public consists of 16 
issue papers that discuss the key strategic issues--referred to as direction
setting issues--the Commission is presently considering and the Commission's 
preliminary views on them. The Commission's final decisions on the issue 
papers will be used in developing the strategic plan. The NRC is seeking 
comments from its stakeholders on the issue papers and associated Commission 
preliminary views. 

The third document that is being made available to the public is the strategic 
planning framework document, which presents an overview of the process for 
developing the NRC strategic plan. Its purpose is to show how the issue 
papers relate to the NRC strategic plan. In addition, it identifies the major 
components of the strategic plan and illustrates the relationship among these 
major components. 

Copies can be obtained from the NRC Public Document Room, downloaded from 
NRC's Home Page on the Internet, or downloaded from the FedWorld electronic 
bulletin board system. NRC employees can access these documents through the 
NRC AUTOS system and are encouraged to request hard copies through the 
Document Distribution System. Instructions on how to obtain these documents 
are described later in this document. 
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BACKGROUND 

Against the backdrop of change in our regulatory and fiscal environment, 
Chairman Shirley Ann Jackson initiated a strategic assessment and rebaselining 
of the agency. This effort was initiated in September 1995 1 and is being 
completed in four phases--as described later in this document--with the goal 
of finalizing a strategic plan in early CY 1997. The development and 
implementation of this strategic plan will meet the requirements of the 
Government Performance and Results Act (GPRA) of 1993. 

The effort is presently in the latter portion of the second phase where the 
Commission is considering a variety of options for addressing key strategic 
issues facing the NRC as it prepares to move into the 21st century. The NRC 
will be seeking the views and comments of its stakeholders--Federal entities 
(Administration/OMS, Congress, and other agencies), NRC employees and their 
representatives, Agreement States, non-Agreement States, compliers (e.g., 
licensees, employees of licensees, industry groups), public interest groups, 
and the general public--as part of the decision-making process. The NRC plans 
to utilize various media and conduct several public conferences in order to 
reach as many stakeholders as possible. The stakeholder involvement effort 
begins in mid-September and concludes in mid-November 1996. The Commission 
will consider stakeholder comments before making final decisions on the key 
strategic issues. 

Work on the third phase--development of NRC's Strategic Plan--has also begun. 
The strategic plan is a principal outcome of the strategic assessment and 
rebaselining initiative. The strategic plan wi11 establish the framework that 
will guide future NRC decision-making and help the organization continue to 
meet its responsibility for protecting the public health and safety and the 
environment. In addition, the plan will provide a basis for aligning the 
NRC's budget and organizational systems with its mission and goals. In order 
for NRC's stakeholders to understand how the issue papers relate to the NRC 
Strategic Plan, a strategic planning framework document has been developed for 
use during the public comment period. Together with this process paper, the 
strategic planning · framewor~ document ·and issue papers should be useful to the 
stakeholders in understanding how they can participate in the NRC's Strategic 
Assessment and Rebaselining Initiative. Instructions on how to obtain copies 
of these documents--electronically or hard copy--is described later in this 
paper. 

To learn more about the NRC's Strategic Assessment and Rebaselining 
Initiative, read the section below titled Overview. Information about how to 
obtain key strategic issue papers, how to provide stakeholder views and · 
comments on the key strategic issues to the NRC, and Stakeholder Conference 
dates and locations is provided in the section titled Stakeholder Involve11ent. 
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OVERVIEW 

The environment in which the NRC conducts its activities is rapidly changing 
as a result of many influences.. These include resource constraints, changes 
in the industry that NRC regulates~ and the potential for new and revised 
mission requirements. Efforts to balance the Federal budget will continue, 
which will result in resource constraints . for the NRC. ' 

The nuclear power industry has matured. Mo new reactor orders of any kind are 
projected in the foreseeable future, and although license renewal applications 
are anticipated, none as yet have been filed. The existing licensed reactors 
are aging and deconunissioning has begun. Further economic deregulation of the 
industry could raise more challenges. In addition, the agency has initiated 
reviews of the underlying issues raised at Millstone Nuclear Power Site. 

The variety and number of existing and potential materials licensees · represent 
their own unique challenges. The NRC must respond by improving its 
effectiveness in regulating materials and its relationships with materials 
licensees. 

Also, in order to accomplish regulatory effectiveness, the agency must 
continually reassess changing technology, accumulated safety experience and 
improved assessment techniques for both the reactor and materials programs. 
Only by being prepared for the challenges of 'a changing environment will the 
agency continue to keep its health and safety mission in sharp focus. 

With these challenges in mind, the Chairman established the Strategic 
Assessment and Rebaselining Initiative. To oversee this activity, a Strategic 
Assessment and Rebaselining Steering Committee (Steering Committee) of senior 
agency managers was formed. The Steering Committee is analyzing where the NRC 
is today and developing options which the Commission can use to determine the 
agency's future path. The effort is divided into four broad phases that will 
be carried out sequentially, with each phase bu1lding on the preceding phase. 
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Overall Objectives 

The Steering Committee was tasked by the Chairman to analyze where the NRC is 
today and to outline a path to take the NRC where the Commissioners believe it 
should be in the future. Eight overall objectives have been identified. They 
are: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

• 4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

Establish a strategic framework under which the NRC will continue to 
meet its core responsibility for protection of the public health and 
safety and the environment~ · 

Provide a sound and well-rounded foundation for the NRC's direction and 
decision-making for the rest of this decade and into the twenty-first 
century. 

Ensure that the Commission, . its staff, the Congress, other Government 
agencies, and the public have a common understanding of what the NRC's 
strategic goals are . 

Bring a zero-based, bottom-up approach, not constrained by existing 
organizational structure or practice, to the planning process in order 
to create a sound basis for resetting the agency goals. 

Provide a basis for reconciliation of agency strategic objectives to 
available resources so that resource constraints do not define the end 
strategic results. 

Establish agency performance metrics to enable the Commission, NRC 
staff, as well as the Congress and the public to know the extent to 
which strategic or tactical objectives are being achieved. 

Establish a framework for use by the Commission and NRC staff for 
developing an agency response to l'equests for NRC assistance by various 
State and Federal government agencies, commercial entities foreign or 
domestic, by foreign governments; or international agencies and 
organizations. 

Ensure coordination with other agency planning activities so that a 
single agency-wide strategic reassessment, incorporating the substance 
of other specific agency planning efforts, is produced. 

To accomplish these objectives, the strategic assessment and rebaselining 
initiative has been divided into four phases. As described below, they are 
Phase I: Strategic Assessment, Phase II: Rebaselining and Development of 
Decision Papers, Phase III: Production of the Strategic Plan, and Phase IV: 
Implementation. 
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The first Phase, the Strategic Assessment phase, began in Auguit 1995 and was 
completed in April 1996. The Steering Committee began with a bottom-up 
approach for assessing where the agency is today, with an examination of 
current NRC functions and activities. The Steering Committee requested the 
staff to provide, at the lowest organizational level, each activity presently 
being performed by the NRC, as well as it's bases (e.g., statute, regulation, 
Commission guidance) and the primary internal and external factors that are 
expected to affect the agency's performance of the activity in the future. 
The staff assessment included approximately 4,500 activities which the 
Steering Committee reviewed to thoroughly understand what the agency is doing, 
why the agency is doing it~ and what factors most need to be considered in 
providing options for change. 

The Steering Committee organized the activities by major functions and lines 
of business (i .e, licensee type). This was done to consolidate similar 
activities and to render the data organizationally neutral. 

Based on this information, the Steering. Committee applied top-down strategic 
thinking to define issues whose resolution will influence the future direction 
of the agency. So~e of these strategic issues apply to the NRC's external 
environment, others are more applicable to the internal environment, and some 
involve elements of both . Most strategic issues were formulated from review 
of the activities by the individual Steering Committee members, using their 
experience and knowledge of NRC programs. These issues were refined through 
interactions and discussions by the entire Steering Committee. Additionally, 
some strategic issues resulted from other agency evaluation and planning 
efforts such as the National Performance Review. 

After identifying the strategic issues, the Steering Committee considered them 
in an integrated fashion. Fi rst, the individual strategic issues were 
arranged in logical groupings of related issues. The groups were then 
examined to determine if a predominant issue existed within each group. The 
Steering Committee wanted to determine whether a predominant strategic issue 
within a group subsumed other · issues such that resolution of the predominant 
issue either resolved the other issues or · influenced their resolution. These 
predominant issues are referred to as "Direction-Setting Issues" (DSis), 
because their resolution, taken together, would establish NRC's strategic 
direction for the future. The end result was the . identification .of a number 
of DSis that affect NRC's philosophy and management principles. Resolution of 
the DSis will provide a strategy for the agency to meet its strategic vision 
and goals. DSis were developed into decision papers, which will be referred 
to as "issue papers." As described in the NRC Strategic Planning Framework 
document, there may be some voids--that is, a strategic arena that does not 
have a corresponding issue paper--in the NRC strategic plan. The process 
described in the framework document will be used to fill these "vriids" in the 
strategic plan. 
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Phase II: Rebaselining and Issue Papers 

The second phase builds on the strategic issues and the DSis identified in 
Phase I. The issue papers are intended to obtai.n broad direction from the 
Commission. The issue papers include descriptions of the background of the 
issue and the external and internal factors that the Commission may wish to be 
aware of when considering options for resolution of the issue. · The issue 
papers also provide the Commission with policy options for the issue. It 
should be noted that Chairman Jackson encouraged the Steering Committee to 
develop innovative options that are not constrained by existing practices or 
organizational structure. Additionally, in some issue papers certain options 
could be considered to be extraordinary. While the Commission is unlikely to 
select such options, these options have been retained in the issue papers to 
illustrate to NRC stakeholders the breadth of options that were considered. 

It is anticipated that final Commission .decisions on the DSis will result in a 
rebaselining or a resetting of the agency's .goals, assumptions and strategies. 
Final decisions on· the issue papers will also influence the related issues 
identified as part of the assessment conducted during Phase I. 

Feedback from NRC's various stakeholders continues to be an important aspect 
of evaluating our regulatory programs. Stakeholders include Federal entities 
(Administration/OMS, Congress, and other agencies}, NRC employees and their 
representatives, States, Agreement States, licensees, industry groups and 
special interest groups, and of course the general public. The primary goals 
in acquiring stakeholder comments are to obtain views for Commission 
consideration in reach1ng final decisions on the issue papers and to determine 
whether the agency has omitted any important considerations or issues. 

Phase Ill: Produ.ction of a Strategic Plan 

In Phase III, the Strategic Plan will be developed from the agency's mission 
statement, its strategic vision, general goals, and the Commission's decisions 
on the .issue papers. The development of the Strategic Plan will be guided by 
the requirements contained in the Government Performance and Results Act of 
1993. The Strategic :Plan will be the agency's tool for setting priorities and 
allocating resources ·consistent with the vision and goals of the agency. It 
is anticipated that the Strategic Plan will be forwarded to· the Commission for 
its consideration early in Calendar Year 1997. 

Phase IV: Implementation 

Phase IV, the implementation phase, will begin as soon as the Commission makes 
final decisions on the issue . papers. The implementation phase includes 
implementing the ·commission's decisions based on the issue papers, generating 
Commission papers to resolve re.lated strategic issues, and complying with 
Commission guidance based on the Strategic Plan. The implementation phase 
will also include developing a framework that allows for updating the 
Strategic Plan and fo~ integrating the Strategic Plan in to the budget 
process, performance monitoring and reporting processes, and the process for 
development of future Commission decisions . . 
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STAKEHOLDER INVOLVEMENT 

Information about Stakeholder ·rnvolvement--how to file a comment, how to 
obtain copies of information that will be discussed at the stakeholder 
conferences, dates and locat i ons for the stakeholder confer~nces, and how the 
results .of stakeholder involvement will be used--is described below. 

Three sets of documents have been prepared in support of stakeholder 
involvement--issue papers, the strategic ~lanning framework, and this 
strategic assessment and rebaselining process paper. Directions on how to 
obtain copies of these other two sets of documents are described below. 

How to File a ·comment 

The issue papers describe the strategic issues and options from within the 
context of the mission statement, strategic vision, and general goals and 
objectives. After considering the options described in the issue papers, the 
Commission developed preliminary views on the issue papers and the future 
direction of the agency. Before reaching final decisions on the issue papers, 
the Commission wants to give consideration to the viewpoints of its various 
stakeholders--those who will be affected the most by the decisions. In 
responding to the NRC's request for views and comments, stakeholders are 
encouraged to consider NRC's Principles of Good Regulation, Organizational 
Valu~s, and Mission, Strategic Vision, and General Goals and Objectives (which 
are provided in the appendices to the NRC Strategic Planning Framework 
document). 

To help the NRC better understand the viewpoints of its stakeholders, 
stakeholders are asked to consider the following focus questions in 
formulating their response to the NRC. 

1. What, if any, important considerations may have been omitted from 
the issue papers? · 

2. How accurate are the NRC's assumptions and projections for internal 
and external factors discussed in the issue papers? 

3. Do the Commission's preliminary views associated with each issue 
paper respond to the current environment and challeng~s? 

Additionally, the Commission is seeking comments on questions related to 
specific issue papers. These questions are contained in the "Preliminary 
Commission View" section of applicable issue papers. Stakeholders have a 
several options for providing their views and comments to the Commission 
before any final decisions are reached. The Commission will consider comments 
received before reaching final decisions on the issue papers. The comment 
period opened with the publication of the issue papers and will close on 
November 15, 1996. Comments can be provided in writing, electronically, or at 
the stakeholder conferences. Directions on how to provide comments via 
Internet or FedWorld are provided in NRC's Website and FedWorld Home Pages. 
Comments may also be sent to the Commission by mail at the following address: 

.. 
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Mr. John C. Hoyle · 
Secretary of the Commission 
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Attn: Chief of Docketing Service Branch 
Wa.shington, D.C 20555-0001 
Internet:SECY@nrc.gov 

Conunentors are asked to provide their name, address, organizational 
affiliation {if applicable}, the issue paper title and number. NRC employees 
should forward their coriunents the Office of the Secretary (e-mail address: 
SECY). In their e-mail message, NRC employees are asked to provide the 
document title and, for issue papers, the issue paper number. This 
information will be useful in developing a summary analysis of stakeholder 
comments and providing feedback to the Commission on the results of 
stakeholder interaction. 

How to Obtain Copies of Issue Papers and the NRC Strategic 
• Planning Framework Document 

The NRC is utilizing various media in making these documents publicly 
available. Electronic versions can be obtained via NRC's Home Page on the 
World Wide Web {Internet address http://www.nrc.gov); FedWorld at 1-800-303-
9672; or for NRC employees, via AUTOS LAN under the Agency-Wide group icon. 
Specific guidance ·on how to download documents is provided on-line. Paper 
copies can be obtained through NRC's Public Document Room {PDR}. The PDR is 
located at 2120 L Street, N.W., Lower Level, · Washington, DC. You may also 
request copies by telephone {l-800-397-4209}, by facsimile {202-634-3343} or 
by e-mail {PDR@NRC.gov}. 

NRC headquarters employees can obtain paper copies of documents via e-mail 
request to GRWl. The e-mail request should identify the document· title and, 
for issue papers, issue paper number (e.g., NRC Strategic Planning Framework 
document or OSI 10--Reactor Licensing for Future Applicants). Requests will 
be processed and ready for pick up in OWFN P-132 within 24 hours. In the 
regions~ requests for documents should be addr~ssed to the Division of 
Resources Management. Employees are encouraged to obtain copies from the 
Di stri but ion Branch or DRMA, rather than using LAN printers, in order· to 
minimize the disruption and inconvenience to fellow employees. 

Stakeholder Conferences--Dates and Locations 

The NRC plans to convene three public conferences to obtain comments from 
stakeholders on the issue papers. Issue p~pers will be discussed at breakout 
sessions during the conferences. Each of the three conferences will cover the 
same information. The dates and locations of the conferences are: 

October 24-25 ·. 
October 31-November 1 
November 7-8 

Washington, DC-~Washington Hilton 
Colorado Springs, CO--Sheraton 
Chicago, IL--Ramada O'Hare 

,.. 
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Information about the conferences--times, reservation information, and 
locations~-is available vi.a Internet (http://www.nrc.gov), FedWorld at 1-800-
303-9672, or by calling NRC's Public Meeting Recorded Announcement System at 
1-800-952-9674. 

Information on internal stakeholder interaction (NRC employees and their 
representatives) will be provided to all NRC employees by separate 
correspondence. 

Outcome From Stakeholder Involvement 

Stakeholder comments will be summarized and provided to the Commission for 
consideration in reaching its final decision on the issue papers. The final 
Commission decisions will be used as input to the NRC's Strategic Plan. The 
Strategic Plan will also sat i sfy the requirements of the Government 
Performance and Results Act of 1993 (GPRA) which requires that agencies ·shall 
solicit the views and suggestions of those entities potentially affected by or 
interested in its strategic plan. 

QUESTIONS? 

Contact John Craig at .301-415-3812 (Internet ·e-mail address: 
Internet:Strategic@NRC.gov) or NRC's Public Affairs Office at 415-8200 . 

.. 
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